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JUNKED WRECKS TURN INTO COLD HARD CASH ON  

AN ALL NEW SEASON OF JUNKYARD EMPIRE 

 

--Watch the Season Premiere First on MotorTrend.com and the Motor Trend App Beginning 

Thursday, July 5-- 

 

--Season Four of JUNKYARD EMPIRE Debuts on Velocity Wednesday, July 11 at 10 PM 

ET/PT-- 

 

 

(Silver Spring, Md.) – When it comes to busted, wrecked rides Andy Cohen is king of a crashed 

cash kingdom. But he does more than scrap cars for parts and rule over his fast-paced, lucrative 

junkyard in suburban Washington, D.C. Cohen is a wizard when it comes to finding value in 

automotive rubble as he works his magic to turn rough rides into straight cash on an all new 

season of JUNKYARD EMPIRE. Watch it first on MotorTrend.com and the Motor Trend App 

starting Thursday, July 5, and on Velocity beginning Wednesday, July 11 at 10 PM ET/PT. 

 

In every episode of JUNKYARD EMPIRE, the hunt is on for big, washed up metal–cars, 

motorcycles, buses and heavy equipment–from police impounds, private auctions, dealers, 

random driveways or old lots. What might look like a rusted-out beater to most is all green to the 

eyes of Cohen and his dad Bobby as they mine for valuable parts or scrap metal, and incredible 

restoration projects. The junkyard is pure hustle-and-bustle chaos as cars are lifted, stacked, 

torched, stripped and scrapped, but Cohen sees through the commotion to bring worthy cars back 

to life one panel and plug at a time. 

 

The upcoming fourth season of JUNKYARD EMPIRE features an unprecedented variety of 

reclamation projects from a Unimog, an old school firetruck and a 1967 Austin London Taxi 

FX4 to more traditional builds of a K-9 Police Ford Pickup Truck, a Lamborghini, a Dodge 

Viper, a 1983 Power Wagon, a 1971 Barracuda, a 1964 ½ Ford Mustang, a 1986 Monte Carlo 

SS, a Jeep Wrangler and many more. 

 

 



 

JUNKYARD EMPIRE is produced for Velocity by Half Yard Productions. For Half Yard 

Productions, Abby Greensfelder, Sean Gallagher and John Jones serve as executive producers. 

For Velocity, David Lee is vice president of production and Robert S. Scanlon is president of 

Velocity and Motor Trend Group Video Content. 

 

About Velocity 

Velocity, which will rebrand to Motor Trend Network this fall, is the only television brand that 

focuses on delivering automotive content to enthusiasts and viewers. Available in 73 million 

homes nationwide the fully HD network’s programming is engaging, entertaining and 

informative, featuring the very best of the automotive world as told by top experts and 

personalities. Viewers can connect with Velocity on Facebook at facebook.com/VelocityTV, on 

Twitter @Velocity and on Instagram @Velocity. Velocity is a division of the Motor Trend 

Group, the largest automotive media company in the world that combines the power of Velocity 

with powerful automotive media brands including Motor Trend, Hot Rod, Roadkill, Automobile 

and more than 20 others. 

 

About Discovery Communications 

Discovery, Inc. (Nasdaq: DISCA, DISCB, DISCK) is a global leader in real life entertainment, 

serving a passionate audience of superfans around the world with content that inspires, informs 

and entertains. Discovery delivers over 8,000 hours of original programming each year and has 

category leadership across deeply loved content genres around the world. Available in 220 

countries and territories and 50 languages, Discovery is a platform innovator, reaching viewers 

on all screens, including TV Everywhere products such as the GO portfolio of apps and 

Discovery Kids Play; direct-to-consumer streaming services such as Eurosport Player and Motor 

Trend OnDemand; digital-first and social content from Group Nine Media and a strategic 

alliance with the PGA Tour to create the Global Home of Golf. Discovery’s portfolio of 

premium brands includes Discovery Channel, HGTV, Food Network, TLC, Investigation 

Discovery, Travel Channel, Turbo/Velocity, Animal Planet, and Science Channel, as well as 

OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network in the U.S., Discovery Kids in Latin America, and Eurosport, the 

leading provider of locally relevant, premium sports and Home of the Olympic Games across 

Europe. For more information, please visit www.corporate.discovery.com and follow 

@DiscoveryIncTV across social platforms. 
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